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MR-IDPSO: A Novel Algorithm for Large-Scale Dynamic Service
Composition
Yanping Zhang, Zihui Jing, and Yiwen Zhang
Abstract: In the era of big data, data intensive applications have posed new challenges to the field of service
composition. How to select the optimal composited service from thousands of functionally equivalent services but
different Quality of Service (QoS ) attributes has become a hot research in service computing. As a consequence,
in this paper, we propose a novel algorithm MR-IDPSO (MapReduce based on Improved Discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization), which makes use of the improved discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) with the MapReduce
to solve large-scale dynamic service composition. Experiments show that our algorithm outperforms the parallel
genetic algorithm in terms of solution quality and is efficient for large-scale dynamic service composition. In addition,
the experimental results also demonstrate that the performance of MR-IDPSO becomes more better with increasing
number of candidate services.
Key words: MapReduce; service composition; Quality of Service (QoS); parallel particle swarm optimization
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Introduction

Recently, cloud computing has been paid considerable
attention as a novel parallel platform. With the advent
of cloud computing and Software as a Service (SaaS),
it is expected that more and more web services will
be offered all over the world[1–4] . Service Composition
(SC) aims at reusing and composing existing web
services to satisfy complex requirements that cannot
be fulfilled by individual services, thus achieving
higher-level business value, and becomes very popular
when developing service-oriented applications. In the
process of SC, a service plan is given as a workflow
according to users’ request. Service selection is an
important step during SC, where a proper service
for each task of the plan from a set of candidate
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services with equivalent function but different QoS
attributes is selected[5] . Nevertheless, as the number of
candidate services is increasing rapidly, the selection
space size of composition is growing dramatically,
which increases the need for effective and efficient
approaches to solve the problem of large-scale dynamic
service composition.
Many researchers have spared no efforts in studying
SC in recent years, and proposed many solutions
deduced from the perspectives of Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), etc.[6–8]
Unfortunately, supposing that the number of services
continues to grow, these intelligent algorithms may
need more iterations and more decision time to
find better solutions. From this point of view, the
parallelization is always desirable.
With the characteristics of the concurrency of
intelligent algorithms, since the early 90th, a series of
parallel intelligent algorithms are proposed[9] . However,
these algorithms based on general parallel tools—
Message Passing Interface (MPI)[10] , suffer from a wide
range of problems common in data centers, such as
inefficient communication, node failure, and unfair load
balancing. Thus, it is significant to explore a more
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suitable solution for performing parallel algorithms in
data centers.
The MapReduce programming model[11, 12] has
become a promising model for parallel processing
in comparison to MPI recently. It was proposed
by Google for harnessing large numbers of
resources in data centers easily to process dataintensive applications. This model can split a large
problem space into small pieces and automatically
parallelize the execution of small tasks on the smaller
space. MapReduce allows users to benefit from
advanced mechanisms due to advanced features
of distributed computing which doesn’t have to
take the difficulty of coordinating the execution
of parallel tasks in distributed environments
into consideration. Furthermore, the MapReduce
technology provides fault-tolerance, load balancing,
and data locality.
With the consideration of the above-mentioned
problems and situations, we propose a novel
algorithm MR-IDPSO for large-scale dynamic service
composition. MR-IDPSO is simple, scalable, and
robust, on account the fact that it is designed in
the MapReduce parallel programming model. The
contribution of this paper can be listed as follows:
(1) The proposed algorithm makes use of the
Improved Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization
(IDPSO) with MapReduce, which achieves the
parallelization of IDPSO successfully.
(2) Experiments compared with MR-GA[13] , have
been conducted on vast amounts of candidate services
to show the effectiveness and efficiency of MR-IDPSO
for solving large-scale dynamic service composition.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the model of SC. Section 3
presents the MapReduce programming model and
the IDPSO algorithm, as well as our proposed MRIDPSO algorithm. Section 4 discusses the experimental
evaluation. Section 5 presents some related works
including QoS-aware service composition and
MapReduce. Section 6 concludes the paper with
pointers to future work.

2
2.1
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 S D .S 1 ;    ; S j ;    ; S n / indicates n abstract
services of a composite service.
j
 SSj D .s1j ;    ; shj ;    ; sm
/ denotes the candidate
j
service set for the j -th abstract service S j of a
composite service, which contains mj candidate
services.
 QoS D .q1 ;    ; qj ;    ; qk / is the QoS attribute set
of services.
 W D .w1 ;    ; wj ;    ; wk /
represents
user’s
preferences, where wj .1 6 j 6 k/ is the user’s
preference for the j -th QoS attribute.
 C D .c1 ;    ; cj ;    ; ck / indicates QoS constraints,
where cj .1 6 j 6 k/ is a QoS constraint over qj .
In this paper, we only consider the sequential
composition model (i.e., service plan), as shown in
Fig. 1. Other composition models such as Loop,
Parallel, and Conditional can be converted to the
sequential composition model through the methods
mentioned in Ref. [14]. For each candidate service
shj , QoS.shj / D .RTs j ; RLs j ; As j ; Ms j / is used to
h
h
h
h
describe its four QoS attributes in aspects of Response
Time (RT), Reliability (RL), Availability (A), and
Maintainability (M ).
Composite Service Executing Paths (CSEP) (i.e.,
composition solutions) are obtained by selecting one
candidate service for each abstract service in the service
plan and composing them according to the structure of
the plan. Therefore, QoS value of a composite service
can be calculated by aggregating the QoS values of
corresponding component candidate services. The
composite service that not only meets users’ functional
demands but also has optimal QoS value is regarded as
the optimal CSEP.
2.2

QoS aggregation

QoS criteria can be divided into two categories: the
positive and the negative. Positive QoS criteria denote
better quality with higher values, while negative ones

Model of Service Composition
QoS-aware service composition

In order to clarify the process of QoS-aware service
composition, some basic concepts are listed as below.

Fig. 1

A predefined workflow model for a composite service.
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correspond to lower quality with higher values. In
order to avoid inaccurate evaluations due to the
various QoS attributes, attribute values must be
normalized[15] . Among four QoS attributes considered
in this paper, RL, A, and M belong to the positive
attributes, which are normalized by Eq. (1). While RT
belongs to the negative attributes, which are normalized
by Eq. (2).
n
X
0j
j
j
Qh;j
D Qh;k
=
Qh;k
(1)
hD1
0j

Qh;j D 1

j
Qh;k
=

n
X

j
Qh;k

(2)
n
X

j
Qh;k

hD1

is the sum of the k-th QoS attribute of all candidate
0j
j
services in service set SSj . Qh;k
and Qh;k
refer to the
attribute values of a candidate service before and after
normalization. It is obvious that QoS attributes of all
candidate services are normalized within the interval [0,
1], and higher normalized value indicates better quality.
The optimal selection of SC targets at finding the
optimal CSEP from all the possible paths. Suppose
that X D .xh11 ; xh22 ;    ; xhjj ;    ; xhnn / denotes a CSEP
(i.e., composition solution), where xhjj is the index
of the candidate service selected from candidate
service set SSj for abstract service S j . The QoS
model of a CSEP X is QCSEP .X / D .RT.X /;
RL.X/; A.X/; M.X //. The method of aggregating the
candidates’ QoS values to the CS’s QoS values is
defined as Eq. (3).
8
n
X
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
RT.X
/
D
RTx j ;
ˆ
ˆ
hj
ˆ
ˆ
j
D1
ˆ
ˆ
n
ˆ
Y
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
RL.X / D
RLx j ;
ˆ
<
hj
j D1
(3)
n
Y
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
A.X / D
Ax j ;
ˆ
ˆ
hj
ˆ
ˆ
j D1
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
n
ˆ
Y
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
M.X / D
Mx j
ˆ
:
hj
j D1

Then, the fitness value of a CSEP Fitness.X / in this
paper is defined as follows:
4
X
0
Fitness.X / D
Qk .X /  wk
(4)
kD1

In the expression above, Fitness.X / is the normalized

wk D 1, where

kD1

wk is the weight of k-th QoS attribute of X and
represents users’ preferences of k-th QoS attribute.

3

Proposed Approach

In view of large-scale solution spaces of SC, a novel
parallel approach called MR-IDPSO is proposed. First,
we give a basic overview of MapReduce model
and IDPSO algorithm. Then, we introduce the
customizations of our MR-IDPSO that are tailored to
the large-scale service composition problem.
3.1

hD1
j
where Qh;k
is the k-th QoS attribute of shj .

maximum objective function of SC.

4
X

MapReduce

Cloud computing provides several compelling features
such as lower operating cost, higher scalablity,
and lower maintenance expenses. Hadoop as an
open source cloud-computing platform is widely
recognised. MapReduce is a parallel programming
model and an associated implementation for processing
large data sets of Hadoop[16] . The programming idea
of MapReduce is to split vast datasets into many
splits. Each split, the size of which is customarily
equal to HDFS data block (by default, 64 MB)[17] , is
assigned to a Map task. All the Map tasks are executed
in parallel to produce intermediate results. Then all the
intermediate results are integrated on assigned nodes
to gain the conclusive results by performing Reduce
task. This is how to make a task parallel with this model.
In MapReduce, the problem is formulated as a
functional procedure using two core functions: Map
function and Reduce function[18] .
(1) Map function. The Map function regards a keyvalue pair as input and produces a list of key-value pairs
as output. The input key may be of a different type
with the output keys, and the input value may be of a
different type with the output, which is shown in Eq. (5).
Map W< K1, V1 >! list < K2, V2 >

(5)

(2) Reduce function. The Reduce function regards a
key and an associated value list as input and generates a
list of new values as output, which is shown in Eq. (6).
Reduce W< K2, list < V2 >>! list < V3 >

(6)

The processing of MapReduce framework is shown
in Fig. 2.
During the Map period, each split is decomposed
into a host of < K1, V1 > pairs to be performed as
the input of Mappers. Through the Map function, each
< K1, V1 > is transformed into the intermediate data
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Fig. 2

MapReduce framework.

< K2, V2 > pairs. Then a list of < K2, V2 > pairs
from different Mappers are grouped and sorted by key
before being sent to reduce tasks.
During the Reduce period, Reducers collect the
intermediate results with the same key and then process
them to get intended list < V3 >. The final results are
outputed to HDFS.
3.2

IDPSO

PSO[19] as a parallel intelligent algorithm can be used
to solve discrete optimization problems, especially
combinatorial optimization problems. It is relatively
simple to implement PSO and PSO can quickly
converge to a reasonably good solution. Meanwhile,
PSO has its shortcomings: (1) may be bogged down
in local optimums, (2) generally requires a sufficient
number of population size, and (3) demands a sufficient
number of iterations. Given that the scale of target
problems grows, these defects become more and more
severe. For the first shortcoming, we could make some
improvements to avoid stagnation. IDPSO aims to solve
this shortcoming. However, for the second and the third,
parallelization could be a good settlement. Thus, MRIDPSO is proposed in this paper.
3.2.1

Coding scheme

In order to aggrandize the searching capability
of IDPSO, a suitable coding scheme should be
designed. In this paper, we use the same coding scheme
as Ref. [15]. It is assumed that M particles in a swarm
fly in the n-dimensional search space consisting of n
circular orbits, where n is also the number of abstract
services. The circumference of d -th circular orbit is
hd , and hd is also the number of candidate services of
abstract service S d . The current position of particle i is
denoted as xi , where xi D .xi;1 ;    ; xi;d ;    ; xi;n / is
an n-dimensional vector. xi;d is the position of particle
i at d -th circular orbit and a real number within the
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interval Œ0; hd . To evaluate the current position of
particle i , it is a need to map the position xi into the
corresponding CSEPi according to Eq. (7). Then, the
fitness value of CSEPi can be calculated by Eq. (4).
8
t
ˆ
z; .z 0:5/ < xi;d
< .z C 0:5/I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
<rdm.z; z C 1/; x t D .z C 0:5/I
t
i;d
fd.xi;d
/D
t
ˆ
h
;
x
2
Œ0;
0:5/
[ .hd 0:5; hd /I
ˆ
d
i;d
ˆ
ˆ
:
t
rdm.hd ; 1/; xi;d D 0:5
(7)
From all mentioned above, function fd is utilized
to convert xi;d into an index of candidate services in
service set SSd of abstract service S d . z is an integer
variable within the interval Œ1; hd , and rdm.z; z C 1/
t
denotes that the value of fd.xi;d
/ equals to z or z C 1
when xi;d is z C 0:5.
3.2.2

Particle movement

The position of a particle represents a potential CSEP
and the velocity provides information about direction
and changing rate. Particle i determines its movement
by its current position xi , the best position it ever
found, pi best (memory), and the global best position
achieved by the whole swarm, pgbest (sociability),
where xi D .xi;1 ;    ; xi;d ;    ; xi;n /. Furthermore, the
movement of a particle is affected by its inertia and
other constants. Consequently, particles can search
for better position in the regions around pi best and
pgbest . The position xi D .xi;1 ;    ; xi;d ;    ; xi;n /, the
velocity vi D .vi;1 ;    ; vi;d ;    ; vi;n /, and pi best are
all updated in every iteration step of IDPSO. The best
solution pgbest depends on the maximum iteration times
(T ).
At the beginning, M particles are initialized with a
random position. The fitness of all initial positions is
evaluated by the fitness function, leading to an initial
pgbest . The current iteration is denoted as t, then the new
position xit C1 .t D 1; 2;    ; T / and the new velocity
vti C1 of particle i are calculated based on the following
Eqs. (8) and (9)[15] :
t C1
t
t
vi;d
D xi;d
˝ . mod.2  jj  xi;d
= hd ; 2 //˝

t
xi;d

mod.2  = hd ; 2 /

(8)

tC1
t C1
t
xi;d
D mod.xi;d
C vi;d
; hd /

(9)

where
is the position of particle i at d -th
t
circular orbit;
mod.2  jj  xi;d
= hd ; 2 / is
t
the angle rotating xi;d in clockwise direction and
t
mod.2  = hd ; 2 / is the angle rotating xi;d
in
counter-clockwise direction at d -th circular orbit;  D
t
.c1 ıpitbest;d Cc2 pgbest;d
/ and  D .c1 ıCc2 ), where
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ı and  are two random values within the interval (0, 1),
and c1 as well as c2 are calculated by Eqs. (10) and (11),
respectively.
c1 D C cos2 .  t =T / C ˇ  =!
(10)
c2 D

C sin2 .

 t =T / C ˇ  =!

(11)

where
is a constant 1.31, ˇ equals 1 or 0, 
is a random value within the interval (0, 1), and
! 2 Œ2; 10. Interested readers may refer to Ref. [15]
for more details about coding scheme and particle
movement employed in IDPSO.
3.2.3

Population trimming in IDPSO

In order to prevent premature convergence and enrich
the diversity of the population, permutation-based
trimming operator[20] is employed in the paper. First,
three definitions are given as below.
Definition 1 disi;j : Boolean distance between
particles i and j is defined as follows:
n
1X
disi;j D
iff.fd.xi;d / ¤ fd.xj;d /; 1; 0/ (12)
n
d D1

The smaller the value of disi;j , the smaller the
distance between particles i and j .
Definition 2 psdis: Postulate that disi;j denotes the
Boolean distance between particle i and the global best
particle g. Then, psdis is defined as follows:
n
X
psdis D
disi;g =M
(13)
i D1

The smaller the value of psdis, the lower the diversity
of population.
Definition 3 kma: kma is defined as follows:
t
X
1
Fitness.xgk /
(14)
kma D
K
kDt KC1

xgk

where
is the position of the global best particle g
in k-th iteration and the value of K is 10 referring

Fig. 3

to Ref. [15]. If psdis < 0:35 and the value of kma
is unchanging within 15 consecutive iterations, the
permutation-based trimming operator will be performed
as follows:
Step 1: Delete the redundant particles.
If there are some particles with the same CSEPs, the
fitness values of these particles will be equivalent. Then,
the system deletes redundant particles and the only one
is reserved.
Step 2: Initialize the deleted particles again.
These deleted particles will be initialized again with
a random position.
After the two operations above, the diversity of the
population is enriched greatly.
3.3

Proposed MR-IDPSO

The nature of PSO makes it an ideal candidate modeled
in MapReduce parallel programming for SC. Our
MR-IDPSO aims to solve the large-scale SC with
parallel IDPSO algorithm and make sufficient use of
the simplicity and scalability of MapReduce model. In
this paper, the MR-IDPSO consists of three main
phases: initialization phase, MapReduce phase, and
population trimming phase, as shown in Fig. 3. The
procedure of MR-IDPSO illustrates that there is no data
exchange between map tasks in the map phase. Reduce
is the only way to aggregate the outputs from all
map tasks. This restriction ensures the simplicity and
reliability of the model.
3.3.1

Initialization phase

In order to reduce the search space of SC and facilitate
the process of SC, we introduce Skyline operator[21] as
a pre-process before the initialization phase to prune
redundant candidate services.
In the initialization phase, an initial particle swarm

The procedure of MR-IDPSO.
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containing M particles is created. For particle i ,
a random position xi is generated using uniform
randomization within the given search space. Then, xi
is evaluated by the fitness function. After all initial
positions are evaluated, an initial global best position
pgbest is generated. The particles are stored in a file
on the distributed file system as a < Key, Value > pair
structure, where Key is a unique particle ID i and
Value is the particle information. The initial stored
file is used as input for the first MapReduce job in
the MapReduce phase. The representation structure of
the < Key, Value > pairs is used in the MR-IDPSO
algorithm as shown in Fig. 4. The main components
of particle are delimited by semicolon, where the
value of id equals to i, the current position xi is
xi D .xi;1 ;    ; xi;d ;    ; xi;n / and the velocity vi is
vi D .vi;1 ;    ; vi;d ;    ; vi;n /
3.3.2

The MapReduce phase

In the MapReduce phase, an iterative process of
MapReduce jobs is performed where each MapReduce
job represents an iteration in the particle swarm
optimization. The result of each MapReduce job is a
fully updated swarm with updated information, which
is then used as the input for the next MapReduce job.
(1) Map function
The map function of MR-IDPSO is shown in
Algorithm 1. The master splits the input into m splits,
where m is the number of map tasks. Thus, the particle
swarm is divided into m subpopulations. Each map task
updates the particles in its subpopulation independently,
while emitting each particle with a constant integer
as the key and its updated particle information as the
value. In the map task, the pgbest is not updated and
the local best particle containing local best position
in its subpopulation is selected and recorded. The
communication between particles is crucial to find the
global best position in the particle swarm. Therefore,
the local best particle in subpopulation is also emitted
at the end of each map task. Since all the outputs from
different map tasks have the equivalent keys, they will
be sent to the only reduce task.
(2) Reduce function
The reduce function of MR-IDPSO is shown
in Algorithm 2. First, the reduce task combines
information from all local best particles to find the

Fig. 4

Particle representation structure.
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Algorithm 1 Map Procedure
1: functionMap(Key: MapID, Value: subpopulation)
2: lbestparticle D None
3: for each particle in subpopulation do
4:
particle D Particle(subpopulation)
5:
positionnew ; velocitynew D PsoMotion(particle/
6:
fitness D Fitness(positionnew /
7:
particle.update(positionnew ; velocitynew ; fitness/
particle
lbestparticle
8:
if Fitness.pbest / > Fitness.pbest
/ then
9:
lbestparticle D particle
10:
end if
11:
emit..null; updatedparticle//
12: end for
13: emit..integer, lbestparticle//
14: end function

global best position in swarm. Then, the reduce
task updates the global best position and global best
fitness of all particles in swarm with global best
information. The reduce task only emits the fully
updated particles.
At the end of the MapReduce job, the new particle
swarm replaces the previous swarm in the distributed
file system, which will be utilized by the next
MapReduce job.
3.3.3

The population trimming phase

In the population trimming phase, the permutationbased trimming operator is performed to maintain
diversity of the swarm before sending new particle
swarm in the distributed file system to the next
MapReduce job. However, it cannot be needed in
iterations all the time. If the particle swarm satisfies the
condition of performing trimming operator, it represents
Algorithm 2 Reduce Procedure
1: function Reduce (Key: Integer; ValList/
2: gbestparticle D None
3: key D 0
4: for each lbestparticle in ValList do
5:
lbestparticle D ParticleLocalbest.ValList/
lbestparticle
gbestparticle
6:
if Fitness.pbest
/ > Fitness.pbest
/ then
7:
gbestparticle D lbestparticle
8:
end if
9: end for
10: for each particle in ValList do
11:
particle D Particle(ValList)
12:
key D particle.id
13:
particle.update(gbestparticle)
14:
emit((key,particle))
15: end for
16: end function

Tsinghua Science and Technology, December 2015, 20(6): 602-612
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that it still has low evolution and diversity, while the
particle swarm executes many times of iterations. Thus,
the trimming operator is needed to introduce outside
excellent particles and enhance the quality and diversity
of swarm. After performing the trimming operator,
the newly updated particle swarm is sent to the next
MapReduce job, replacing the previous swarm in the
distributed file system.
Otherwise, there is no need to consider the trimming
operator. The new particle swarm emitted from last
MapReduce job in the distributed file system is sent to
the next MapReduce job directly.

Table 1 The QoS attribute settings for generating candidate
services.

4

This experiment aims to graphically take on the
evolutionary performance when solving large-scale
service composition problem with the increasing
number of iteration times. The results are depicted in
Fig. 5a, where the abscissa stands for the iteration times
and the vertical axis denotes the average fitness over 20
runs. As we can see in Fig. 5a, the average fitness of
MR-IDPSO as well as MR-GA, rises slowly with the
increasing number of iteration times. Figure 5b shows
the average, the worst, and the best fitness values of
solutions after all cases run 20 times.
From Fig. 5, it can be seen that MR-IDPSO
outperforms MR-GA regardless of exploration ability
for promising solutions and exploitation ability for
optimal solution. Meanwhile, these results indicate that
the permutation-based trimming operator introduced
into MR-IDPSO enables to prevent premature
convergence and enhance the particles’ searching

Experimental and Discussions

In this section, we compare the optimization
quality of our MR-IDPSO with that of MR-GA[13]
to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of our
algorithm for large-scale dynamic service composition
problem. Considering the runtime of per iteration can
be used to evaluate the performance of MR-IDPSO, in
this paper we also test the time of per iteration with the
increasing number of candidate services, mappers or
processors.
4.1
4.1.1

Environments and date set
Environments

We ran our parallel experiments on a Hadoop
cluster. The Hadoop cluster consists of only 5 nodes
equipped with 2 GB of RAM and Intel Xeon E3-1230
v3 8 cores (3.3 GHz each). One node is set as the master
node. The remaining nodes are set as data nodes. A
MapReduce job with 4 map tasks and 1 reduce task is
initiated. Besides, we adopted Hadoop version 2.4 for
the MapReduce framework, and Java runtime 1.6 for
the system implementation.
4.1.2

QoS attribute
Response time
Availability
Reliability
Maintainability

Value range
.0; 2000/
Œ0:8; 1:0/
Œ0:5; 1:0/
Œ0:2; 1:0/

experiments runs 20 times.
4.2
4.2.1

Performance of the MR-IDPSO compared with
MR-GA
Comparison on the number of iteration times

Data set

It is assumed that there is a model of sequential service
composition process consisting of seven abstract
services. Unless noted, 10 000 candidate services are
generated for each abstract service to form a sufficiently
large dataset. In our experiments, four typical QoS
properties are taken into consideration. QoS values of
candidate services in abstract services are randomly
generated within certain ranges refering to Table 1.
For all experiments, the size of population is fixed
to 1000. In MR-GA, the probabilities of crossover and
mutation are set as 0.8 and 0.1, respectively. Due to the
randomness of intelligent algorithms, each case of the

Fig. 5 Performance of MR-IDPSO and MR-GA with
varying itration times.
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ability for service composition. Thus, MR-IDPSO
finally converges to much better results than MR-GA.
4.2.2

Comparison on the number of candidate
services

This experiment is to verify the effectiveness and
efficiency of MR-IDPSO for large-scale service
composition problem. In all cases, iteration times are set
as 100. We report the average fitness of solutions over
20 runs. The experimental results over different number
of candidate services are shown in Fig. 6.
It can be seen from Fig. 6a that, MR-IDPSO
algorithm is superior to MR-GA on the ability of
finding optimal solutions. The average fitness of MRIDPSO generally rises with the increase of candidate
services. Nevertheless, this tendency is also not kept
always. For example, one can see that the average
fitness drops slightly, after the number of candidate
service increases to 5000.
Figure 6b shows the runtime per iteration with the
increase of candidate services. From Fig. 6b, it is
obvious that our MR-IDPSO is more efficient than MRGA in all the cases. When the number of candidate
services is 10 000, the runtime per iteration of MRGA is 77.77 s, while MR-IDPSO is 24.67 s. The
growth speed of the time per iteration of MR-IDPSO
is significantly slower than that of MR-GA. Due
to the skyline operator introduced into MR-IDPSO,
some redundant services can be pruned to facilitate
the process of service composition quickly. Moreover,
MR-GA requires ranking all chromosomes between
reduce and map phase, which results in additional

Fig. 6 Performance of MR-IDPSO and MR-GA with
varying candidate services.
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cost. However, it is needless in our MR-IDPSO. Thus,
our algorithm outperforms MR-GA in terms of
efficiency. The disparity widens as the number of
candidate services increases. Therefore, it is concluded
that the MR-IDPSO proposed in this paper has better
effectiveness and more efficiency for large-scale service
composition problem.
4.3

Scalability of MR-IDPSO

The scalability of MR-IDPSO is essential in terms of
the runtime. In this experiment, the iteration times are
set as 100. As shown in Fig. 7a, at the beginning,
the time per iteration decreases slightly as more and
more mappers are added. Given that population size
is not large enough in this paper, this tendency seems
not very apparent. However, it can be concluded that
adding more mappers decreases the time per iteration
when the population size is large enough. But the
time gradually increases after 4 mappers. The reason
is that the communication time increases with mappers
increasing.
We ran the MR-IDPSO with 4, 8, 16, 24, and
32 processors. In each case, we report the average
execution time of 100 iterations. Figure 7b shows the
time overhead of MR-IDPSO. As shown in Fig. 7b,
the runtime decreases faster for 4 processors and 8
processors than that of 32 processors at the end. The
runtime of 4 processors is 98.7 s, while 32 processors
only consume 24.6 s for the same problems. The
overhead of the Hadoop framework drops nearly linear
with the increase of processors. It is indicated that in

Fig. 7

Scalability of MR-IDPSO.
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order to improve the searching efficiency further, more
processing power is needed. Based on the experiments
above, it can be concluded that the MapReduce model
is extremely useful to process large-scale service
compositon problems.

5

Related Work

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the works
related to QoS-aware service composition problem. The
literatures on the application of MapReduce are also
investigated in the following studies.
Wang et al.[22] proposed an efficient and effective
QoS-aware service selection approach. It employed
cloud model to compute the QoS uncertainty for
pruning redundant services while extracting reliable
services. The authors of Ref. [21] introduced skyline
operator as a pre-process before service composition
to address the problem of Cloud-based web service
composition. Alrifai et al.[23] proposed an algorithm
whose idea is to decompose the global SLAs constraints
into local ones. Doing so, they showed that we can
quickly obtain good approximations for the service
selection problem. However, as services proliferate,
these methods may fail to facilitate large-scale service
composition problem quickly. Beran et al.[24] described
two parallel algorithms for the service selection
problem. The first one is a master-slave parallelization
of a genetic algorithm. Their second proposition is
the parallelization of an A like algorithm for service
selection. Tao et al.[25] proposed a parallel chaos
optimization algorithm to solve service composition
efficiently. In Refs. [26, 27], two parallel algorithms for
service composition are proposed.
Many parallel models like fine grained[28] ,
coarse grained[29] , and distributed models[30] were
proposed for implementing parallel intelligent
algorithms. However, most of the parallel models
are based on MPI technology that is not the best choice
for parallelization because of the weakness of handling
the failure of nodes.
As the basic large data processing framework,
MapReduce provides simple approaches for massive
data. The authors of Ref. [31] incorporated the
MapReduce model to parallelize particle swarm
optimization, and applied it to performing dataintensive tasks. Aljarah and Ludwig[32] proved
successfully that the Glowworm Swarm Optimization
(GSO) can be parallelized easily with the MapReduce

technology. In Ref. [33], the authors made use of
skyline with MapReduce to select skyline services
in parallel from massive web services belonging
to one task, which is optimal service selection for
single task instead of service composition optimal
selection for multitask. However, in the work above,
particle swarm optimization algorithm in combination
of MapReduce for service composition problem has
not been researched. Therefore, in this paper, we
design a novel parallel PSO algorithm incorporating
the MapReduce to parallelize PSO for addressing
large-scale service composition problem.

6

Conclusions

With the proliferation of available services in cloud
computing, service composition problem needs to
be addressed efficiently. In this paper, a novel
parallel particle swarm optimization algorithm, MRIDPSO, for addressing large-scale service composition
problem, is designed. With the consideration of
large irregular solution spaces of service composition,
skyline operator is introduced as a pre-process
before service composition to decrease the range of
service selection. In order to improve the searching
efficiency further, IDPSO is parallelized with the
MapReduce framework. In addition, the permutationbased trimming operator is employed to overcome
premature convergence of particles and enhance the
solution quality. The experimental results demonstrate
that our algorithm can be more effective and efficient
than MR-GA for large-scale service composition
problem.
In the future, we will improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of our algorithm for larger scale service
composition problem further. Moreover, how to apply
our approach to other combinatorial optimization
problems will be also studied in the future.
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